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Abstract: Avatars have become a fundamental part of collaborative virtual environments. They are the visual embodiment of the user and are designed to address key issues in the interaction process between the user and the CVE. Giving avatars expressive abilities has been considered essential in computer–human reaction. Having an avatar, which has the ability to express facial expressions, as a part of the computer interface increases human performance. Researches have provided strong evidence that emotions can be effectively portrayed visually in avatars to represent human users in collaborative virtual environments. These include manipulation of facial expressions as they are efficient carriers of emotions. However, avatars have still only limited variations in their emotional expressions to become believable entities.
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1 Introduction

Virtual worlds are maybe the future of human interactions and communications in collaborative environment. Computer designers, who created these thriving virtual worlds, have discovered a much more attractive way to use the internet: through an avatar. The use of avatars is a fundamental part of collaborative virtual environment (CVE), a virtual space where users are represented by the 3D image ‘avatar’. There have been many CVEs created recently for different purposes, such as recreational, industrial training and education and each of the CVEs has avatars for users to use in navigating...
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through the 3D space as they interact with one another. Avatars have been successfully introduced into web pages and internet chats.

An avatar, derived from the Sanskrit word for one regarded as an incarnation, serves as a physical representation for the user. An avatar is a virtual object representing the participant in the virtual world (Fraser et al., 2003). They are digital models driven by real-time humans. The first image-like avatar representations were the emoticons – alphanumeric symbols that receive a certain iconic and image-like structure – which were used to indicate a reaction, stance or gesture by the user to things happening in the text field (Rivera, Cooke and Bauhs, 1996) and used widely today as smileys.

In virtual environments, people may communicate and setup social spaces through the utilisation of avatar proxies. When a user enters an immersive environment, his/her presence is revealed as an avatar representation. This representation is crucial to other users in the 3D world because it serves as a unique form of identity and existence.

In all of the major virtual worlds, one can spend an extraordinarily long time at this first stage, choosing the appearance of the avatar as well as its abilities. Depending on the universe, the user can freely, within the confines of the world’s ‘realities’, select sex, appearance, profession and physical features (Damer, 1998). The avatars fall into several categories based on appearance. Some of the more common avatar classes include animal representations, cartoon characters and abstract avatars which may have shocking or unusual form.

As defined above, the avatar is the representation of the self in a given physical environment. This environment creates an idealised situation in which a player may freely shape her own ‘self’. She has full control over her own image. It is significant to note that people talking about their activities use the pronoun ‘I’, each identifying his or her ‘self’ with their avatar they have created (Filiciak, 2003).

In a universe that offers hundreds of virtual worlds, the virtual body becomes a vessel of choice, and the thinking part of humanity – the Self – will find it convenient to slip into and out of avatars as economic, social and political circumstances dictate (Huhtamo, 1995). The avatar representation fulfils several important functions:

- the visual embodiment of the user
- means of interaction with the world
- means of sensing various attributes of the world.

As the visual embodiment of the user, avatars provide the opportunity to change the inner self in a way that does not require high cost therapies. No one knows who the person behind the avatar really is. This anonymity is helpful and can be used as a guide to improve aspects of the ‘self’. Because the user has to write down his thoughts to communicate with other avatars, he becomes attuned to his emotions. Through interactions and positive feedback from other avatars, one can gain confidence in his self-discovery. Thus, using avatars is also a form of therapy. One of the areas in which one would expect avatars to be of use is in the treatment of social anxiety. Avatars can elicit the kind of fear people experience in social situations, which will thus encourage patients to expose their fears. Very often, patients hesitate to express their fears to people. By using virtual humans that are capable of some form of interaction, speech and have the ability to recognise and emit typical nonverbal social communication via facial expressions and hand/body gesture cues, certain anxiety disorders can be targeted (Heimberg et al., 1993).
Developing avatars to deal with social anxieties has been attempted by some scientists. Mel Slater and his colleagues developed avatars to deal with patients suffering from social anxiety caused by fear of public discourse. These avatars displayed a variety of human emotions and behaviours. They have reported on an experiment designed to assess the anxiety responses of people giving 5 min presentations to virtual audiences consisting of eight male avatars (Pertaub, Slater and Barker, 2002). The presenters faced three different types of audience behaviour: (a) an emotionally neutral audience that remained static throughout the talk, (b) a positive audience that exhibited friendly and appreciative behaviour toward the speaker; (c) a negative audience that exhibited hostile and bored expressions throughout the talk. A Personal Report of Confidence as a Public Speaker instrument was used to measure the participants’ responses and the latter was found to be immensely affected by the negative audience. The study concluded that when people in a secluded, empty room give a talk to a virtual audience, their response is affected by the behaviour of that audience, even though they know it to be virtual.

Avatars are also designed to address key issues in the interaction process between the user and the CVE, such as the identity, accessibility and the status of the owner, and the avatar functions and characteristics. Therefore, in many cases there is a psychological relationship between the user and their avatar (Craven et al., 2002).

Useful applications of avatars have been also investigated for several domains of human interaction (e.g. Morris, Pelphrey and McCarthy, 2005) and communication (e.g. De Leo et al., 2003; Grammer and Oberzaucher, 2006). Bailenson et al. (2003) demonstrated that humans develop an experience of being with another person when confronted with avatars. According to Ku et al. (2005), avatars have the potential to influence their subject’s emotions dependent on gender of the avatar and intensity of expression.

Their use becomes even more important in networked virtual environments as participants’ representation is used for communication. According to Capin et al. (1997) and Benford et al. (1997), the avatar representation functions to provide:

- perception (to see if anyone is around)
- localisation (to see where the other person is)
- identification (to recognise the person)
- visualisation of others’ interest focus (to see where the person's attention is directed)
- visualisation of other’s actions (to see what the other person is doing and what is meant through gestures)
- social representation of self through decoration of the avatar (to know what the other participants’ task or status is).

By using avatars, realism is achieved with these functionalities. In essence, using an avatar representation enables the user to apply his own real world experience, by providing the direct relationship between how the user control the avatar in the virtual world and how the avatar moves related to this control. Avatars can also help the users to understand the context of the conversation, including the involved personalities and their social relationship towards each others. They help users identify other participants and hence make it easy to follow the discussion in a collaborative setting.
2 Interplay between emotions and avatars in collaborative environments

There is a growing plethora of literature that deals with the interplay between emotions, avatar and collaborative environments. Several papers have been published on the virtual and communicative functions of avatars. Bente et al. (2004) has shown that even avatars with very minimal levels of behaviour realism elicit responses from others. Gillies and Slater (2005) has developed a co-relational non-verbal behaviour in virtual characters enabling the behaviour of the character to correlate realistically with that of the real person.

Giving avatars expressive abilities has been considered beneficial as it potentially leverages the observer’s real life experience with social interaction (Cowell and Stanney, 2005). From the real world, emotions of others influence us in our decisions and our own emotional state (Picard, 1997). Argyle (1988) argued that the expression of emotions in the face or the body is a part of the wider system of natural human communication that has evolved to facilitate social life and whenever one interacts with another person, that other person’s emotional expressions are monitored and interpreted. The introduction of emotional expressiveness in avatars can aid interpersonal communication in the collaborative environment. In Takeuchi and Nagao’s study (1993), the participants interacted with a prototype computer system where they could ask about the prices and functions of computer products during a 10 min period. While interacting with the participants the computer system either showed facial displays for each situation or it expressed the situation verbally. The results of this study showed that the conversations between the individuals and the system capable of facial displays were more successful than the conversations they had with the system with short phrases.

The embodiments of the participants through avatars also enable the participants to use body language and facial expressions in their messages. There are several ways of expressions for avatars: body, hands, voices, gestures and gazing. These include manipulation of facial expressions as they are efficient carriers of emotions. For the purpose of this essay, the discussion will be limited to facial expressions.

The body and facial language are largely influenced by personality and they either look or behave like the users they represent. Cheng, Farnham and Stone (2002) found that people in a text and graphics shared VE preferred representations of themselves and demonstrated that people’s habits and preferences will shape avatar appearance.

The human face is considered to be an independent channel of communication that helps to coordinate conversations in human–human interactions. Although the human face is only a small part of a person’s body, it has an important function in communication. Faces provide clues to the state of human emotions or even to read lips. Ekman, Friesen and Ellsworth (1972) identified six universal facial expressions corresponding to the following emotions: surprise, anger, fear, happiness, disgust/contempt and sadness. Researchers have also examined to a lesser degree such states as pain, fatigue, alertness, boredom, interest, attention, flirtation, deception and post–problem solving. These various emotions and states are of particular relevance for humans in the course of face-to-face social communication and the capacity for people to recognise them in computer generated avatars.

The studies in the field of human–computer interaction suggest that having an avatar which has the ability to express facial expressions, as a part of the computer interface, increases human performance. Walker, Sproull and Subramani (1994) compared the responses of the subjects who participated in a computer-based interview survey where
the questions were either presented in a text format or spoken by a talking face. Experimental results showed that the participants interacted with the talking face during the survey spent more time, made fewer mistakes and wrote more comments compared to the participants who answered the text-based questions. Nagao and Takeuchi (1994) assert that facial expressions serve two functions; as expressions of emotional states, or as communicative signals. Chovil (1991) said that the primary function of facial displays is to communicate messages and emotion to others as the human face can be seen as an independent channel that conveys emotional and conversational signals encoded as facial displays. Another use for facial display is to help develop better social relations as facial displays are usually directed not at oneself, but at others (Takeuchi and Nagao, 1993).

Facial expressions and body gestures indicate the mood of the person and his virtual representation. The navigation of the participants, and therefore their interests, is seen by others. The most common facial actions are the raising or lowering of brows, and widening or tightening of the eyes — thus adding to the realism of the experience. Thus, the avatar representation simulates the presence of each user in the virtual environment. They elicit the experience of being with another person.

The recent exploration on the role of emotions in human–computer interaction have produced various studies and investigations on the use of facial expressions of emotions as means of non-verbal communications in CVEs. Marc Fabri, David Moore and D. Hobbs of Leeds Metro University have published the results of several experimental studies investigating the introduction of emotional expressiveness using avatars as the interaction device. Their research focused largely on how facial expressions affect the participants’ experience.

Gaze is also a richly informative behaviour in face-to-face interaction (Kendon, 1967; Argyle, 1988) and serves the following functions: regulating conversations flow, providing feedback, communicating emotional information, communicating the nature of interpersonal relationship and avoiding distraction by restricting visual input. Garau et al. (2001) conducted an experiment designed to investigate the importance of eye gaze in humanoid avatars representing people engaged in conversation and found that an avatar whose gaze behaviour is related to the conversation would improve the quality of communication compared to one whose gaze behaviour is random.

Believability is an important factor for avatar design. Avatars should express their emotions consistently through all modalities available to them to ensure high believability (Gong, 2000). Becker et al. (2005) have created an empathic embodied agent that expresses affect while playing a card game with a human user. They hypothesise that the believability of the character can be increased through the addition of negative emotion expression by the character. Other systems try to increase believability by reacting to the affective state of the user. Prendinger, Dohi and Ishizuka (2004) have created an animated interface agent that escorts the user during a virtual job interview. The agent obtains affective information from the user and displays empathic behaviour accordingly.

Several aspects must be considered in order to represent the emotional state of the user. Culture is an important aspect which needs to be incorporated. While researchers do acknowledge the importance of adding cultural dimensions to embodied agents, few have actually implemented them. As many cultures differ in their ways to express and perceive emotion, these aspects also must be identified in order to design and implement avatars that express the appropriate emotional reactions and intensity levels of those reactions by
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a more natural and plausible way to which users can relate (Ekman, Friesen and Ellsworth, 1972).

3 Conclusions

Humans have a wide array of emotional expression and unfortunately, avatars have only limited variations in their emotional expressions to become believable entities. Unfortunately, avatars still play a minor role in the communication that takes place in the virtual world. Communication is still often done entirely through email exchanges and skype. The most probable cause for this result is due to the graphically poor avatars which are unable to display rich facial and gestured behaviour (Salem and Earle, 2000).

The researches have provided strong evidence that emotions can be effectively portrayed visually in avatars to represent human users in collaborative virtual environments. If avatars are to become a major wave in online communications, it is important to develop avatars that are highly realistic with real time facial form and tracking. More researches are needed on the use of simple but distinctive clues in expressing the emotional state of CVE inhabitants through their avatars to make them believable.
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